INTRODUCTION
Pupils come in a variety of shapes. Why do some animals have vertical pupils, whereas others have round or horizontal? We examined the optical consequences of terrestrial animals' pupil shape in the context of their ecological niche. We found a striking correlation between pupil shape and ecological niche (Fig. 1) . Consider three previous hypotheses about the function of elongated pupils.
Control of retinal illumination in different light environments
Retinal illumination is the product of pupil area and incident light intensity. Thus, pupil dilation and constriction respectively increases and decreases retinal illumination affording rudimentary adaptation to different light environments. Constriction of circular pupils is achieved by ring-shaped muscles, whereas closure of slit pupils involves two additional muscles that laterally compress the opening, allowing much greater change in area (1, 2) . For example, the vertical-slit pupils of the domestic cat and gecko undergo area changes of 135-and 300-fold (3) (4) (5) , respectively, whereas humans' circular pupil changes by~15-fold (6) . Species that are active in night and day need to dilate sufficiently under dim conditions while constricting enough to prevent dazzle in daylight. A slit pupil provides the required dynamic range.
This hypothesis is persuasive. It explains why pupils are elongated in species that require more light regulation than other species. However, the hypothesis only explains why some species evolved elongated pupils, not why they are vertical in some species and horizontal in others.
Increased depth of field for certain contours Brischoux and colleagues (7) and Heath and colleagues (8) discussed the utility of vertical-slit pupils in some reptiles. They claimed that the image formed by a vertical pupil has a greater depth of field for horizontal contours and thereby ensures sharp focus of horizontals across a range of distances [Fig. 8 in (8) ]. This claim is unfortunately false. The depth of field for horizontal contours is determined by the vertical extent of the pupil; thus, with a vertical slit, the depth of field will be greater for vertical contours, not horizontal. Even if the proponents of this hypothesis corrected the error concerning depth of field, it does not explain why vertical elongation is functionally adaptive for some species and horizontal elongation is for others.
Maintain correction for chromatic aberration
Simple lenses focus different wavelengths at different distances: for example, blue at nearer distance than red. This chromatic aberration produces noteworthy blur in images containing a wide range of wavelengths. Kröger and colleagues (9, 10) proposed that some animal eyes minimize blur due to chromatic aberration with a multifocal lens. This lens has concentric zones of different focal lengths, with each zone focusing a different wavelength band onto the retina. They argued that the multifocal arrangement is useful because it allows reasonable image sharpness across a range of wavelengths at the expense of some contrast: "dividing the lens into three zones of equal aperture areas and focusing a specific wavelength improves the functionality of the lens in comparison to a monofocal lens" [(10), p. 1792]. When a circular pupil constricts, the peripheral zones of a multifocal lens are no longer involved in image formation, thus preventing the suggested improvement in image quality. Malmström and Kröger (11) hypothesized that the slit pupil is an adaptation for maintaining image quality because when the pupil constricts to a slit, the peripheral zones of the lens remain involved in image formation.
Even if the proposed benefit for image quality does in fact occur with slit pupils, this hypothesis applies only to species with multifocal lenses and, more importantly, does not explain why slit pupils are elongated vertically in some species and horizontally in others. Figure 1A provides examples from top to bottom of vertical-slit, subcircular, circular, and horizontal pupils. The vertically elongated pupils in the first category can be adequately described as slits, but the horizontally elongated pupils in the fourth category cannot; horizontally elongated pupils are roughly rectangular and their aspect ratio changes with dilation and constriction (1). Interestingly, there were no terrestrial species for which we could obtain the relevant data that had diagonally elongated pupils. Figure 1B plots pupil shape as a function of foraging mode and diel activity for our database. There is a clear relationship between ecological niche and the shape of the pupil. For example, herbivorous (prey) animals are very likely to have horizontal pupils, and most diurnal predators have circular pupils. Additionally, nocturnal and polyphasic ambush predators generally have vertical-slit pupils, which was previously documented for snakes (7) and described somewhat informally for other species (1) . Figure S1 is an interactive version of Fig. 1B , table S1 is a list of the species. Figure 1C shows the results of a multinomial logistic regression using foraging mode and diel activity to predict pupil shape. (More detailed tables and descriptions are provided in tables S2 and S3.) The relative-risk ratios in Fig. 1C indicate the increase in the likelihood of having the specified pupil shape, relative to horizontal, when the indicated niche parameter was incremented from the lowest to the highest value and the other niche parameter was held constant. There was a highly significant increase in the probability of vertical-slit pupils as animals moved from being herbivorous (prey) to ambush predators. There were also very significant increases in the probability of subcircular and circular pupils going from prey to ambush predator. Additionally, there were significant increases in the probability of vertical-slit and subcircular pupils when animals moved from diurnal to nocturnal. The overall effect of foraging mode and diel activity in predicting pupil shape was highly significant: c 2 = 219.9; P < 1 × 10
RESULTS
. Nearly half the animals in our database are snakes. We asked if the relationship between niche and pupil shape persists when snakes are removed. Indeed, it does: The same trends were statistically reliable, and the overall relationship between foraging mode, diel activity, and pupil shape remained highly significant: c 2 = 102.5; P < 1 × 10
. The strong relationship between foraging mode and activity time on the one hand and pupil shape on the other suggests that there are functional advantages for particular pupil types in certain ecological niches. Our goal is to determine what those advantages are. That is, why would a horizontally elongated pupil be advantageous for prey and a vertically elongated pupil be advantageous for ambush predators who are active at night and day? To answer these questions, we analyzed the optical properties of these eyes and visual requirements in different niches.
We describe new hypotheses for the functional advantages of elongated pupils: one for vertical elongation first and then one for horizontal.
Vertical-slit pupils
Consider a viewer fixating and focusing on a point at distance z 0 . Another point at a distance z 1 creates a blurred image. The diameter of the blur circle on the retina for that point is:
where A is the diameter of the pupillary aperture and s 0 is the distance from the aperture to the retina (12) . Using the small-angle approximation, the eye-length term s 0 drops out, yielding blur-circle diameter in radians:
where DD is the difference between distances z 0 and z 1 in diopters (12) . Thus, blur is proportional to aperture diameter and to the difference in diopters between the eye's focal distance and the point of interest. These equations incorporate geometric blur due to defocus and not blur due to the eye's aberrations including diffraction (13) . Incorporating aberrations yields more blur, but only for object distances at or very close to the focal distance: that is, where DD ≈ 0 (14) . We are most interested in blur caused by significant defocus, so we will ignore aberrations henceforth. Now consider an elongated pupil with vertical extent A v and horizontal extent A h . With the eye focused at z 0 , the retinal images of contours Relative-risk ratios were computed for having a circular, subcircular, or vertical-slit pupil relative to having a horizontal pupil as a function of foraging mode or diel activity. Activity time proceeded from diurnal to polyphasic to nocturnal. Foraging mode proceeded from herbivorous prey to active predator to ambush predator. When the relative-risk ratio is greater than 1, the directional change in the independent variable (foraging or activity) was associated with a greater probability of having the specified pupil shape than a horizontal pupil.
at z 1 are blurred differently, depending on their orientation. For example, the blur of the vertical and horizontal limbs of a cross (Fig. 2B ) is determined by A h and A v , respectively:
Thus, eyes with vertical-slit pupils have astigmatic depth of field: larger (that is, less blur due to defocus) for vertical than for horizontal contours. Objects in front of and behind the eye's focal distance are differently blurred such that the retinal images of horizontal contours are more blurred than the images of verticals ( Fig. 2A) . Figure 2B shows that the equations provide a good approximation of image blur for different pupil orientations and defocus (meaning that diffraction and other aberrations make small contributions to image quality when the eye is defocused). Figure 2C shows astigmatic depth of field for a natural scene (see movie S1 for more details; note that this phenomenon is not the same as astigmatism, a common source of defocus in eyes).
From Fig. 1 , we observe that vertically elongated pupils are much more common in ambush predators than in other species. These animals must estimate the distance to potential prey accurately. Three depth cues, all based on triangulation, can in principle provide the required metric distance estimate: (i) stereopsis (binocular disparity created by two vantage points), (ii) motion parallax (image differences created by moving the vantage point), and (iii) defocus blur (differences created by projecting through different parts of the pupil) (12, 15) . Ambush predators cannot use motion parallax because head movements would reveal their position to potential prey. They must rely on stereopsis and defocus blur. Horizontal disparity, the primary depth signal in stereopsis, is proportional to the interocular separation (I) and the difference in dioptric distance between the fixation point and a point of interest (DD):
where the disparity d is in radians (12) . From Eq. 2, blur is also proportional to the dioptric difference in distance between the fixated (and presumably focused) point and a point of interest, and to the aperture size (A). The smallest depth intervals DD t that can be accurately assessed from disparity and blur are:
where d crit and b crit are the smallest discriminable changes in disparity and blur, respectively (16) . Thus, as the baseline for triangulation (I or A) increases, the accuracy of depth estimation should increase as well.
Stereopsis was classically thought of as a relative distance cue, but is now understood to provide absolute distance information at all but long distances (17) . Similarly, blur can provide absolute distance information provided that the fixation (and therefore accommodation) distance is known, which can be estimated from the eyes' vergence (18) . To use stereopsis, these animals must determine which feature in one eye should be matched with a given feature in the other eye. show that the equations are a good approximation to the PSF cross sections. (C) Photograph of a depth-varying scene taken with a camera with a vertical-slit aperture. The camera was focused on the toy bird, so objects nearer and farther are blurred, but more vertically than horizontally because of the aperture elongation. Movie S2 shows PSF cross sections and the scene as the aperture rotates from vertical to horizontal and back to vertical.
Horizontal displacements are more readily measured with vertical than with horizontal contours, so stereopsis is understandably most precise for contours that are approximately vertical (19, 20) . This is probably why orientation preferences among binocular cortical neurons serving the central visual field tend toward vertical (21, 22) . Blur reduces the precision of stereopsis (23) . The vertical-slit pupil aligns the orientation of the larger depth of field (that is, less blur) with the vertical contours of potential prey. This is advantageous for frontal-eyed, ambush predators because it facilitates stereopsis while allowing large changes in pupil area and thereby effectively controlling the amount of light striking the retinas (1, 2).
Horizontal contours are commonplace for terrestrial animals. With gaze along the ground, retinal images are foreshortened vertically, so the prevalence of horizontal or nearly horizontal contours in those images increases (24) . A vertically elongated pupil provides a short depth of field for horizontals and thus aids the use of defocus blur for estimating distances of horizontal contours along the ground (Eq. 6), providing useful depth information for contour orientations that are problematic for stereopsis.
We conclude that the vertically elongated pupil is a clever adaptation that facilitates stereopsis for estimating distances of objects perched on the ground while simultaneously enabling depth from blur to estimate distances along the ground. The horizontal baseline for depth from disparity is determined by the interocular separation and is unaffected by pupil orientation. The vertical-slit pupil enables a relatively large vertical baseline for depth from blur. Thus, this arrangement of horizontally separated eyes and vertically elongated pupils facilitates depth estimation for contours of any orientation. If instead the pupils were elongated horizontally, the ability to estimate distances of both vertical and horizontal contours would suffer. Thus, many frontal-eyed, ambush predators may use disparity and blur in complementary fashion to perceive three-dimensional layout, much as humans do (16) .
The vertical-slit hypothesis predicts that eye height among frontaleyed, ambush predators might affect the probability of having a vertically elongated pupil. In Fig. 3A , two viewers with different eye heights fixate points along the ground. The eyes are focused at distance z 0 : nearer for cats than humans. Rays above and below the fixation axis intersect the ground at distances z 1+ and z 1− , respectively (red and green). The difference in distances (in diopters) between the fixation axis and the axes above and below fixation are plotted in Fig. 3B . Different curves correspond to different eye heights. Except close to the feet, there is essentially no effect of how far along the ground the viewer fixates. Thus, the major determinant of dioptric difference for an eye with fixed pupil size is the height of the eye above the ground. Figure 3C shows how dioptric difference varies with vertical retinal eccentricity for different eye heights. Shorter animals with their eyes close to the ground will experience much greater change across the retina. Figure 3D illustrates this by showing that the blur gradient is much greater when the camera is close to the surface (bottom panel) than when it is farther away (top panel).
If pupil size were proportional to eye height, the defocus signal would not vary from short to tall animals, and the analysis in Fig. 3 would be invalid. However, eye size (and therefore pupil size) is roughly proportional to the square root of eye height [see figure caption; (25, 26) ], so the analysis remains viable.
As we said, ambush predators with frontal eyes use stereopsis to gauge the distance of prey before striking. For precision, they require sufficiently sharp vertical contours (20, 23) . Figure 3 suggests that the need to minimize the blur of vertical contours is greater in shorter animals, so selective pressure to restrict the pupil horizontally is greater. In addition, short animals' viewpoint close to the ground creates a larger blur gradient across the retina, thereby making depth from blur a potentially more effective means for estimating distances along the ground than it is in tall animals. We predict, therefore, that shorter frontal-eyed, ambush predators will be more likely to have a vertical-slit pupil than taller animals in that niche.
We evaluated this prediction by examining the relationship between eye height in these animals and the probability that they have a vertically elongated pupil. There is indeed a striking correlation among frontaleyed, ambush predators between eye height and the probability of having such a pupil. Among the 65 frontal-eyed, ambush predators in our database, 44 
Nearly all birds have circular pupils (1) . The relationship between height and pupil shape offers a potential explanation. A near and foreshortened ground plane is not a prominent part of birds' visual environment. The only birds known to have a slit pupil (and it is vertically elongated) are skimmers [Rynchopidae; (27) ]. The primary foraging method for the black skimmer is to fly close to the water surface with its lower beak in the water, snapping shut when it contacts prey. The black skimmer is crepuscular or nocturnal. This niche is visually somewhat similar to the ones encountered by short terrestrial predators, and they tend to have vertical-slit pupils.
We hypothesize that vertically elongated pupils in frontal-eyed, ambush predators allow complementary use of disparity and blur to estimate the distances of vertical and horizontal contours, respectively. However, some ambush predators, such as crocodiles, alligators, and geckos, have lateral eyes and are therefore unlikely to have useful stereopsis. Their distance estimation presumably has to rely on defocus blur. Their slit pupils again allow more control of aperture area and therefore enable functional vision in dim and bright conditions (1, 2). But why is the elongation vertical? Again the slit pupil creates astigmatic depth of field such that vertical contours that are nearer and farther than the eye's focal distance remain relatively sharp. This allows the animal to see objects standing on the ground sharply for identification while also facilitating distance estimation from the blur gradient associated with foreshortened horizontal contours in the retinal image of the ground or water surface. Vertical elongation is more advantageous than horizontal elongation because it aligns the axis of short depth of field with the ground or water surface, thereby enabling depth estimation from the accompanying blur gradient, and it aligns the axis of long depth of field with vertical contours that can be used for object identification. Many of these animals may use the blur gradient to adjust accommodation and then estimate distance from an extra-retinal signal associated with the accommodative response (1).
Horizontally elongated pupils
We next describe the hypothesis for horizontally elongated pupils. Figure 1 shows that terrestrial animals with horizontal pupils are very likely to be prey (of the 42 herbivorous prey animals, 36 have horizontal pupils).
The optic axis is the axis of symmetry through the cornea and lens. It is a reasonable proxy for the visual axis, which connects the point being fixated and the area centralis (or fovea). The angle between the optic axes is the laterality angle [orbital convergence is a related quantification; (28, 29) ]. The laterality angle is~0 when the axes point in nearly the same direction as in humans with distant fixation; it is much greater than 0 when the axes point in nearly opposing directions. From our database and some additional species (30), we find that 26 of 27 terrestrial animals categorized as prey have laterality angles greater than 87°. Thus, terrestrial prey are very likely to have both horizontally elongated pupils and laterally placed eyes.
The visual field is the region of space around the head from which an animal can gather visual information. There are two portions to the visual field: the binocular zone, which is the region in front of the animal seen by both eyes, and the monocular zones, the regions seen by one eye or the other. The blind zone is the region seen by neither eye. Laterality angle is a good predictor for the horizontal extents of the binocular, monocular, and blind zones (28, 31) .
Large laterality angles (that is, divergent optic axes) yield wide monocular fields with little binocular overlap and thereby minimize the width of the blind zone (1, 29, 31-33). Most terrestrial lateral-eyed animals are prey, so their adaptive strategy is to detect predators approaching along the ground and to flee quickly to avoid capture. The visual requirements for this strategy are striking. On the one hand, these animals must see panoramically to detect predators that could approach from various directions. On the other hand, they must see sufficiently clearly in the forward direction to guide rapid locomotion over potentially rough terrain. In both cases, the regions of greatest importance are centered on or near the ground.
In most eyes, image quality for eccentric objects is quite poor because of astigmatism of oblique incidence (34) (35) (36) . In humans, for example, objects 70°eccentric from the optic axis create images with more than 10D of astigmatism (37) .
To gain insight into why horizontal pupils are so common among terrestrial prey (the great majority of whom also have lateral eyes), we examined how pupil shape affects image quality and field of view by using a published model of the sheep eye (38) . Figure 4A shows in plan view the focal surfaces for line objects at infinite distance and different , where L is limb length, an excellent proxy for eye height (27) . Combining those equations, A ∝ L 0. 49 , which means that axial length is proportional to the square root of eye height. Under the assumption that pupil size is proportional to eye size, the analysis shows that the defocus signal is indeed weaker in taller animals. (C) Defocus (difference in dioptric distances) for different vertical eccentricities. The viewer is fixating the ground. Different curves represent animals of different heights. The eccentricities corresponding to ϕ = ±5°are represented by dashed vertical lines. Because defocus in (B) is nearly independent of fixation distance, we represent the relationship between defocus and retinal eccentricity with one curve for each eye height. (D) Images of the ground for viewers of different heights. A virtual camera with a field of view of 30°and an aperture diameter of 4.5 mm was aimed toward a plane with q = 56°. The camera was focused on the black cross at distance z 0 . From top to bottom, z 0 was 0.6, 0.2, and 0.1 m (1.7D, 5D, and 10D, respectively).
horizontal eccentricities: red for vertical lines and green for horizontal lines. The difference between the red and green lines is a manifestation of astigmatism of oblique incidence. Horizontal lines are focused more myopically (that is, the focal surface is closer to the front of the eye) relative to vertical lines, particularly when the pupil is horizontally elongated. As an object moves toward a non-accommodating eye, the surface of best focus moves toward the back of the eye, so horizontal contours at nearer distances and displaced from the optic axis are better focused than vertical contours. To investigate image quality, we took vertical or horizontal cross sections through the point spread functions (PSFs) and calculated the spread of those sections. The upper and lower halves of Fig. 4B show the results for circular and horizontal pupils, respectively, and the left and right halves, the results for horizontal and vertical cross sections, respectively. The reduced vertical extent of horizontally elongated pupils increases depth of field for horizontal contours and thereby reduces blur for such contours. Thus, horizontal pupils minimize the blur of horizontal contours caused by astigmatism of oblique incidence. As the distance to imaged contours decreases (for example, nearer points on the ground), the horizontal strip of high image quality in the lower left panel widens, whereas the corresponding region in the upper left panel does not. By reducing blur for horizontals, the horizontally elongated pupil improves image quality for features in the ground ahead of and behind the animal. This is surely advantageous for visual guidance of locomotion across uneven terrain while also yielding greater dynamic range in the amount of light striking the retina. The results for vertically elongated pupils (not shown) are the same as for horizontally elongated pupils but rotated by 90°. Thus, a vertical pupil would reduce the blur of vertical contours above and below the animal's head. Figure 4C shows another important optical effect due to pupil shape. The colored contour lines correspond to different amounts of throughput, where throughput is defined as the proportion of incident light that ends up on the retina. With a circular pupil, the isothroughput contours are circular on the back of the eye. With a horizontally elongated pupil, the iso-throughput contours are horizontally stretched, facilitating visual function in front of and behind the animal. The compression of the contours vertically is also advantageous because it reduces the amount of overhead sunlight that would otherwise strike the retina. Interestingly, many of these animals have comb-like structures called corpora nigra at the top of the pupillary aperture, and those structures also help reduce dazzle to overhead sunlight (1, (39) (40) (41) . Thus, the horizontally elongated pupil allows the eye to capture light in important directions along the ground while reducing the capture in less important directions from which a great deal of light may be incident. The results for vertically elongated pupils are again identical but rotated 90°.
We conclude that the optimal pupil shape for terrestrial prey is horizontally elongated. Such a pupil improves image quality for horizontal contours in front of and behind the animal and thereby helps solve the fundamental problem of guiding rapid locomotion in a forward direction despite lateral eye placement. It also facilitates a horizontally panoramic view for detecting predators approaching along the ground. For the hypothesized benefit to occur, the long axis of the pupil in these lateral-eyed animals should maintain alignment with earth horizontal. Specifically, the eyes should rotate about the optic axes in response to changes in head pitch (that is, nose up and nose down). Because the eyes are positioned laterally, the rotation should be opposite in direction in the two eyes: that is, cyclovergence.
Compensatory cyclovergence with head pitch is indeed observed in mammals with lateral eyes. For example, the rabbit exhibits cyclovergence in response to changes in head pitch with a gain (amount of eye rotation divided by amount of head pitch) of~0.7 (42) . However, rabbits have circular pupils. We went to farms and zoos and observed five lateral-eyed species with horizontally elongated pupils: sheep, goat, horse, white-tailed deer, and moose. With changes in head pitch of 70°, the eyes counter-rolled with a gain of at least 0.7. These observations are documented in photographs and a video in fig. S2 .
The response has also been documented in lateral-eyed reptiles with vertical-slit pupils (8, (43) (44) (45) . In a crocodile, Caiman sclerops, the response gain is~0.8 for relatively small pitch changes (8) . This aligns the pupil's long axis with earth vertical, which is consistent with our hypothesis for the vertical-slit pupil. However, there are some exceptions: the green vine snake (Dryophis nasutus) does not make compensatory cyclovergence movements with pitch changes (8) .
Thus, in animals with lateral eyes, compensatory eye movements in response to changes in head pitch maintain rough alignment of the long axis of the pupil with the ground plane: horizontal pupils parallel to the ground and vertical slits perpendicular to it. These observations confirm our prediction that the functional advantage conferred by elongated pupils is maintained as the head pitches. For grazers like sheep and horse, this means that the pupil maintains rough alignment with the projection of the ground as the animal holds the head upright to scan the environment and pitches the head downward to graze. Many species with lateral eyes have streak retinas with high receptor density centered on the eye's horizontal meridian (1, 39, 40) . Compensatory eye movements with head pitch also help align the streak with the projection of the ground.
DISCUSSION
Multiple apertures Some species-for example, geckos, rays, skates, flatfish, catfish, and bottle-nosed dolphins-have pupils that constrict to multiple apertures under bright illumination. A single aperture must constrict to a small size to achieve a large depth of field, and this greatly reduces retinal illumination. Walls (1) and Duke-Elder (39) argued that multiple apertures allow for high retinal illumination with large depth of field. However, the concept of depth of field does not really apply to multiple-aperture systems because the image quality of out-of-focus images is badly compromised. For example, with two pinhole apertures, a point object creates two sharp images on the retina whenever the object is in front of or behind the eye's focal plane (46, 47) .
Consider the gecko pupil. When dilated, it is large and circular; when constricted, it creates three or four vertically aligned pinholes. The area change is~300-fold, so the pupil allows control of retinal illumination in bright and dark environments, consistent with the animal's polyphasic behavior (5) . Geckos are ambush predators, so they must gauge the distance to their prey without revealing their position by moving. Their eyes are lateral, so they presumably cannot use stereopsis for gauging distance. Murphy and Howland (46) proposed that geckos instead use defocus blur to estimate distance, similar to the Scheiner principle used in some clinical eye examinations (47) .
We offer an extension to this hypothesis. The depth of field of the gecko eye when the pupil is constricted has two aspects. First, the images formed by each pinhole have a large depth of field and therefore little variation in blur as a function of distance. Second, the sum of images through the pinholes creates multiple images separated in the manner described by Eq. 2. If the baseline A is large, the image separations can be large, creating a small depth of field as previously suggested (46) . The gecko is able to accommodate over a large range of distances by altering the shape of the lens (1). Presumably, the sensory signal being monitored is the separation of the images of interest. Thus, the gecko and other animals with multiple-aperture pupils can use image separation to guide accommodation and, once accommodated, use the extra-retinal signal from the musculature controlling the lens to judge distance. The chameleon uses such a mechanism, albeit with a large single-aperture pupil, to estimate distance when catching prey (48) . We conclude that the multiple-pinhole pupil is a clever adaptation that provides an effectively large baseline for the purpose of estimating depth from blur while also allowing a large reduction in retinal illumination. A related method is used in computational photography. With a complex aperture, a conventional camera can be used to estimate depth from a single photograph (49) .
Convergent and parallel evolution
The striking correlation between ecological niche and pupil shape (Fig. 1 fig. S1 and table S3) implies that selective pressure has determined optimal shape in various lineages. However, many of the species in our database are closely related. Perhaps today's niche-shape correlations are due to evolution in a handful of common ancestors and therefore do not reflect selective pressure operating independently on a large number of species. We examined phylogenetic relationships to determine whether a few common ancestors or convergent/parallel evolution provides a better account.
A previous study of Elapid snakes reconstructed the most parsimonious ancestral tree for pupil shape, foraging mode, and diel activity for that family (7) . The analysis showed that vertical-slit pupils evolved at least twice from a common ancestor with circular pupils and subcircular pupils as many as six times. The results are consistent with independent evolution.
We subjected a subset of our data to a similar analysis. The subset was chosen on the basis of species for which there are published, highconfidence phylogenetic trees: one for Felidae (50) and three for Canidae (51) . For both families, we reconstructed ancestral states using parsimony.
The Felid analysis suggests that the last common ancestor for modern Felidae was a nocturnal or polyphasic, ambush predator with vertical-slit pupils. In the estimated tree, subcircular pupils evolved two to four times from that ancestral state, and circular pupils, six times (Fig. 5A) . Pupil shape is significantly correlated with diel activity in this analysis, which takes phylogenetic relatedness into account (P < 0.03 or P < 0.001, depending on whether subcircular pupils are grouped with vertical-slit or not). Pupil shape in Felidae is not significantly correlated with foraging mode because there is little variation in foraging strategy across that family. These results are consistent with independent evolution in Felidae of vertical-slit and subcircular pupils linked to activity time.
The analysis of ancestral states of Canidae suggests that the last common ancestor was a polyphasic, ambush predator with subcircular pupils. Vertical-slit and circular pupils evolved two times each (Fig. 5, B and C). Canid pupil shape is significantly related to diel activity and foraging mode (Fig. 5 , B and C; P < 0.05 for polyphasic grouped with diurnal, P < 0.006 for polyphasic grouped with nocturnal, and P < 0.001 for foraging mode). These results are consistent with independent evolution in Canidae of vertical-slit and circular pupils linked to activity time and foraging mode (more details in table S4).
Thus, transitions in pupil shape have occurred multiple times within and between lineages. The transitions are typically associated with specific ecological niches: circular pupils with diurnal activity and active foraging, vertically elongated pupils with nocturnal activity and ambush foraging, and horizontal pupils with being prey. The number of times pupil shape has changed in these families implies that the shape of the eye's aperture has evolved in response to the environment, and not because of emergence in a few common ancestors.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We categorized 214 terrestrial species according to foraging mode, diel activity (active time of day), and pupil shape. From the classification scheme of Brischoux and colleagues (7), foraging mode describes whether the animal is primarily prey or predator. We divided predators into active foragers-animals that chase down prey-and ambush predators-animals that use a sit-and-wait strategy to catch prey. Diel activity was divided into diurnal, polyphasic (active at day and night), and nocturnal. Pupil shape was determined from the shape when constricted; it was divided into horizontally elongated, circular, and vertically elongated. Vertically elongated was further subdivided into subcircular and vertical slit, the former having an aspect ratio closer to 1.
To create a representative database of terrestrial species, we incorporated Australian snakes (7) and other terrestrial groups for which we could determine foraging mode, diel activity, and pupil shape. We included every species from the Felid and Canid families and also included some species (for example, hyena and fossa) that split from Felidae and Canidae before their modern radiation. We added most of the mongooses from Herpestidae and Eupleridae. Finally, we included as many ungulate families as we could, including Bovidae, Cervidae, and Suidae from Artiodactyla and Equidae, Tapiridae, and Rhinocerotidae from Perissodactyla. We prioritized species for which eye laterality (the amount by which the eyes' optic axes diverge) has been quantified (30) .
We assessed the statistical reliability of the relationship between ecological niche and pupil shape with multinomial logistic regression using foraging mode and diel activity to predict specific pupil shapes (7). We used horizontally elongated pupils as the reference outcome. The regression results summarize how changes in ecological niche are associated with having circular, subcircular, and vertical pupils relative to horizontal pupils. We constructed our model for horizontal pupils on the basis of a schematic eye of the sheep [(38); Fig. 4A ]. Using the Zemax ray tracer, we calculated images formed for distant objects at various positions relative to the optic axis. We did not include image degradation due to chromatic aberration or higher-order aberrations but did include diffraction. We calculated PSFs for vertically elongated, circular, and horizontally elongated pupils of the same area.
To reconstruct ancestral states, we used Pagel's correlation analysis. We first binarized the data for use with Pagel's correlation analysis (52) . We used the eight-parameter model in Mesquite 2.6 (53, 54).
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